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ABSTRACT
We observed the 43 GHz v=1, 2 & 3 and 86 GHz v=1 SiO maser transitions quasi-simultaneously for a Mira-
variable dominated sample of over 80 sources from the Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical Evolution (BAaDE)
project, using ATCA, and statistically compared the relative line strengths. On average, the 43 GHz v=1 line
is brighter than the 86 GHz v=1 line by a factor of 1.36+0.15−0.14. As a result, an 86 GHz v=1 observed sample can
be observed to 85.9% of the distance of a 43 GHz v=1 observed sample using the same sensitivity. We discuss
what impact this may have on the BAaDE Galactic plane survey using the VLA and ALMA. Despite fewer v=3
detections, specific trends are discerned or strengthened when the 43 GHz v=3 line is detected. In particular
the 43 GHz and 86 GHz v=1 lines are on average equal for sources with no detectable 43 GHz v=3 emission,
but the 43 GHz v=1 line strength is on average about twice as bright as the 86 GHz v=1 line for sources with
detectable 43 GHz v=3 emission. Some weak correlations are found between line strengths and Midcourse
Space Experiment (MSX) flux densities and colors, which are tightened when considering only sources with
detectable 43 GHz v=3 emission. We discuss these trends in the context of a radiative pumping model to
highlight how the 43 GHz v=3 line, when coupled with the v=1 and v=2 lines, can further our understanding of
variable conditions like density in the circumstellar envelopes.
Keywords: masers — stars: infrared — stars: late-type — radio lines: stars — surveys — Galaxy: center —
Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
The Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical Evolution (BAaDE)
project aims to explore the dynamical structures of the inner
Galaxy and Galactic Bulge, using SiO maser lines from red
giant stars. By constructing a sample of stellar point-mass
probes, models of the gravitational potential can be tested
using a final sample that is expected to provide about 20,000
line-of-sight velocities and positions. The SiO maser transi-
tions occur at radio frequencies where extinction is negligi-
ble, thus allowing a dense sampling of line-of-sight velocities
in the most crowded and optically obscured regions of the
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Milky Way. For a more detailed description of the BAaDE
survey, see Sjouwerman et al. (2018).
While using both the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA) and Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA) ensures a full coverage of the Galactic plane, their
different receiver availabilities (43 GHz at the VLA and 86
GHz at ALMA) also dictates that one part of the sample be
observed in the 43 GHz J=1–0 SiO transitions (VLA), and
the other part in the 86 GHz J=2–1 transitions (ALMA). A
fundamental assumption for BAaDE is thus that stars emit-
ting 43 GHz SiO maser emission also harbor 86 GHz masers,
and vice versa. This appears to be a commonly accepted fact,
supported, for example, by the work of Sjouwerman et al.
(2004) who noted that out of 39 sources displaying 86 GHz
SiO maser emission, 38 also produced 43 GHz masers. What
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nificant difference in the integrated flux densities of 43 GHz
versus 86 GHz masers. Such a difference could have an im-
pact on the analysis of the BAaDE sample, as the VLA and
ALMA samples are in principle observed to the same noise
levels and two different Malmquist biases would have to be
considered when combining the two samples to draw sta-
tistical conclusions. This is especially important, as the 86
GHz ALMA sample, which utilizes the possibly fainter tran-
sition of the masers (see below), covers Galactic longitudes
of −110◦ < l < 0◦, and therefore contains the region of the
bar that is furthest from us.
Observations of both 43 GHz and 86 GHz SiO maser tran-
sitions indicate that the flux-density ratio may depend on the
stellar type, or circumstellar shell thickness. The shell thick-
ness can be inferred from infrared colors, as the thicker en-
velopes produce redder colors. In the optically-thick case,
the central star may be completely obscured in the optical
regime, while it is observable for the optically thin shells. For
Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars, this has been outlined
by van der Veen & Habing (1988) using IRAS color-color di-
agrams, where thick-shell OH/IR stars are found in the redder
regions IIIb and IV, and thin-shell Mira variables, with typi-
cal pulsation periods longer than 100 days and IR amplitude
variations greater than one magnitude, in the bluer regions II
and IIIa.
Nyman et al. (1993) observed 40 OH/IR stars and noted
that the integrated flux densities of the 43 GHz v=1 lines were
brighter than the 86 GHz v=1 lines (which were observed on
average two weeks later), and that the difference was greater
for stars with thicker envelopes compared to those with thin-
ner envelopes. Similarly, Kim et al. (2016) report on the 43
GHz v=1 line being brighter than the 86 GHz v=1 in two
additional OH/IR stars.
The BAaDE sample was chosen from a sample of stars
likely to be dominated by Miras and hence possess much
thinner envelopes than the OH/IR stars. This sample, by an
extension of the results of Nyman et al. (1993), might imply
a smaller difference between the 43 GHz and 86 GHz line
flux densities, and perhaps even a reversal in which the 86
GHz line would be brighter. This would be consistent with a
weak trend reported by Pardo et al. (1998), where 5 out of 9
sources were brighter in the 86 GHz v=1 line compared to the
43 GHz v1 (the majority of which were Miras). Further, nu-
merical simulations investigating collisionally pumped maser
time variability in Miras suggests that, averaged over the stel-
lar cycle, the v=1 maser emission is expected to be brighter
at 86 GHz than at 43 GHz (Humphreys et al. 2002). How-
ever, this collisionally pumped model does not include the
effects of line overlap at the pumping frequencies, which can
produce quite different relative line strengths in radiatively
pumped models (e.g., Desmurs et al. 2014). For the BAaDE
sample, we have no information about the stellar phase for
individual targets, thus averaging information over a large
sample of stars will be considered to effectively correspond
to a full-sample cycle average.
To assess the robustness of the assumption that the
strengths between the 43 GHz and 86 GHz SiO maser emis-
sion are on average equal, we use quasi-simultaneous ob-
servations of the 43 and 86 GHz SiO lines in a sample of
BAaDE sources.
In section 2 we describe the selected sample, the obser-
vations and data calibration. In sections 3 and 4 we share
our results and discuss the significance between various line
strengths starting with a comparison between the 43 and 86
GHz v=1 lines.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
The Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) allows
the 43 GHz and 86 GHz SiO transitions to be observed quasi-
simultaneously with sufficient signal-to-noise within a lim-
ited time. We selected 86 targets1 detected in SiO maser
emission in the pilot BAaDE survey. The sample resides in
the longitude range −16◦ < l < 8◦ in order to contain sources
previously detected by the VLA and ALMA programs that
could be observed on the same day. 34 of those were de-
tected with the VLA in the 43 GHz lines, and 52 with ALMA
in the 86 GHz lines. Given that the 86 GHz system at ATCA
requires much longer integration times compared to the 43
GHz to reach a similar rms noise, the targets selected were
among the brightest masers in the BAaDE survey which may
bias this ATCA sample towards closer or inherently brighter
sources.
The Compact Array Broadband Backend (CABB) allows
several SiO transitions to be observed at the same time. With
the CFB64M-32k mode and the full set of 16 zoom bands,
three transitions at 43 GHz and three transitions at 86 GHz
were observed (Table 1). Each spectral channel is 31.25
kHz wide, providing a velocity resolution of 0.22 km/s (0.11
km/s) at 43 GHz (86 GHz). For each source, the center fre-
quency of each group of zoom bands was set to the sky fre-
quency, using the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) velocity of
the lines previously detected with ALMA or the VLA.
Our 86 sources were observed over seven dates in 2016:
July 25th, 27th, 28th and 29th, and September 3rd, 4th and
8th. Each source was observed first at 43 GHz followed by
scans at 86 GHz on the same day for which the observing
dates for each source are listed in Table 2. The time between
the 43 GHz and 86 GHz scans varied between 7 and 120 min-
utes with an average of 25 minutes; therefore, since stars har-
boring SiO emission may have stellar periods of ∼ 80−1000
days, we do not expect the stellar variability to significantly
impact our results. Each source was observed using a single
1 see the Appendix for source coordinates.
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Table 1. ATCA observations spectral line coverage
Rest Frequency Zoom Bandwidth Bandwidth Number of
Line Name (MHz) Bands (MHz) (km s−1) Detections
43 GHz v=1 43 122.09 3 121 847 81
43 GHz v=2 42 820.50 7 249 1749 81
43 GHz v=3 42 519.28 6 217 1536 31
86 GHz v=0 86 846.99 4 153 532 3
86 GHz v=1 86 243.37 5 185 646 66
86 GHz v=2 85 640.45 7 249 875 4
scan with integration time per source averaged three minutes
at 43 GHz and six minutes at 86 GHz. Observations used five
of the six antennas in configurations H75 and H168 for our
July and September observations, respectively. Typical rms
noise of ∼ 0.07 (∼ 0.2) mJy / beam / channel at 43 (86) GHz
were measured.
Each spectral window was calibrated separately using
MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995). Uranus was used for flux den-
sity calibration on four of our observing dates (July 28th,
July 29th, September 3rd and September 8th) and the flux
density calibration was bootstrapped using 3C 279, which
was observed on all observing dates. 3C 279 also served as a
bandpass calibrator along with QSO B1921-293. Phase cali-
bration was performed using QSO B1830-211 and 1729-37.
For the detected maser lines, self-calibration was applied and
the data were averaged over 1 km s−1 for final line detections.
A line is considered a detection if the velocity-integrated
flux density over 1 km s−1 is at least five times the rms noise.
For each detected line, a final velocity-integrated flux density
is calculated by integrating over a 3 km s−1 range centered on
the peak.
3. RESULTS
From the 86 sources observed, SiO 43 GHz v=1, 2 & 3
emission was detected in 81, 81 and 31 sources respectively,
and SiO 86 GHz v=0, 1 & 2 emission was detected in 3, 66
and 4 sources, respectively, at the 5σ level. The velocity-
integrated flux density for each detected line is presented in
Table 2.
The BAaDE VLA observations of our sample sources were
carried out on March 15th, 2013, over three years prior to our
ATCA observations. The BAaDE observations of the ALMA
sources were carried out between December 27th, 2016 and
January 18th, 2016, thus many of the ALMA sources have
not experienced a full stellar cycle since the original BAaDE
observations and may not represent a random sampling of
stellar phases since sources were among the brightest in the
BAaDE survey.
3.1. Detection Rates
The 43 GHz v=1 line was detected in 81 of the 86 sources
in our sample. Of the five 43 GHz v=1 non-detections, four of
the upper limits are below the previously detected flux den-
sity measured in the VLA observations, likely manifesting a
large variability of the SiO maser causing it to fall below our
detection limit. Observations of SiO maser variability have
revealed factors of 20-50 over a stellar cycle, and that some
features completely disappear between cycles (e.g., Gomez
Balboa & Lepine 1986; Kamohara et al. 2005; McIntosh
2006a,b). The fifth non-detection was in a source from the
ALMA sample, thus no prior 43 GHz information was avail-
able.
The 43 GHz v=2 line was also detected in 81 of the 86
sources. Out of the five non-detections, two have neither 43
GHz v=1 nor v=2 ATCA detections. The VLA flux densities
of two non-detections are below the ATCA rms noise level,
while three should have been detectable, implying varying
maser flux densities.
Since the 43 GHz v=3 transition needs additional energy
to be pumped compared to the v=1 and v=2 levels, fewer v=3
detections are expected. This is consistent with our 31 detec-
tions in the 43 GHz v=3 line and we note that our 36% detec-
tion rate of this line is close to the 36.7% detection rate of this
line by Nakashima & Deguchi (2007), although their sample
included sources from most regions in the IRAS two-color
diagram. Additionally Cho et al. (1996) suggested that this
line is most often observed when the source is at its brightest
infrared phase.
The 86 GHz v=1 line was detected in 66 sources. Out of the
20 sources where the 86 GHz v=1 line was not detected, four
are from our ALMA sample and were observed during poor
weather conditions on the September observing dates, which
greatly increased the rms noise. Three of these upper limits
are consistent with previous ALMA detections. The fourth
of these non-detections could indicate source variability. The
remaining 16 non-detections are from the VLA sample where
we have no previous 86 GHz information, and 11 of these
were also observed during poor weather conditions.
The SiO 86 GHz v=0 lines were only detected in three
sources above the 5σ level, but this is a thermal line and re-
quires much longer exposure times to detect. We have there-
fore not used any of these data in our study here, but for com-
pleteness we list the results in Table 2. Similarly for the v=2
line discussed next.
The SiO 86 GHz v=2 line is only detected in four of our
sources. The anomalous weakness in the strength of this line
has been observed since the 1970s and an explanation for
it was first proposed by Olofsson et al. (1981) who noted the
close proximity between the 8µm transitions of J=0–1 v=1–2
SiO (Geballe & Townes 1974) and v=0–1 J=127,5–116,6 para-
H2O transition (Benedict et al. 1952). This overlap and its
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effect on the pumping models has been studied by Bujarrabal
et al. (1996) and Desmurs et al. (2014).
In summary, we re-detect the majority of sources previ-
ously detected with VLA and ALMA, as expected based on
their VLA and ALMA flux densities and the ATCA sensi-
tivity. Most of the non-detections can be explained with a
poor signal-to-noise ratio. However, this does not explain all
non-detections; some of the sources likely varied downward
since the previous observations and thus fall below the detec-
tion limit.
3.2. Line Ratios
To compare the relative line strengths, Table 2 includes line
ratios for a 3 km s−1 velocity interval integrated around the
peak channel. Although integrated flux densities, I, are cal-
culated using 3 km s−1 velocity intervals, similar results for
line ratios are found in our data using 1 or 5 km s−1 inter-
vals. In order to minimize the effects of bad weather condi-
tions on the results, for the few sources observed on multiple
dates, only data collected on dates with the lowest rms noise
are considered while ensuring that data for individual sources
were collected on the same day.
For defining our line ratios, in order to remain consistent
with previous comparisons for line ratios, we have adopted
the standard of placing the higher frequency line in the
denominator, thus referring to I(43 GHz v=1)I(86 GHz v=1) ,
I(43 GHz v=2)
I(43 GHz v=1) and
I(43 GHz v=3)
I(43 GHz v=1) .
While the simple average of line ratios was sufficient for
Nyman et al. (1993) to differentiate between their thin- and
thick-shell sources, it is not appropriate when the ratio of line
strengths approaches unity, since the distribution of the ratios
becomes skewed. We will instead be discussing the distribu-
tions of logarithmic line ratios throughout this paper which
will be unbiased to the choice of numerator and denomina-
tor in the ratio, and in particular be interested in the centers
and standard deviations of these distributions. For example
Nyman et al. (1993) found 〈 I(43 GHz v=1)I(86 GHz v=1) 〉 ≈ 2 for their thinner
envelope population which is similar to the simple average
of our population, i.e. 〈 I(43 GHz v=1)I(86 GHz v=1) 〉 = 1.97±0.24. However,
due to the large range of values for the integrated intensities
in our sample, we find 〈 I(86 GHz v=1)I(43 GHz v=1) 〉 = 1.06± 0.12 (i.e., the
average of the reciprocal of line ratios is also larger than one).
Considering instead the distribution of the logarithmic ratios,













4.1. Comparing SiO 43 GHz and 86 GHz v=1 Lines
This study aims to determine whether BAaDE selected
sources tend to be brighter in the 86 GHz v=1 transition than
the 43 GHz v=1 transition or vice versa, and whether this
needs to be accounted for in analyzing the survey. 65 sources
from our quasi-simultaneous observations displayed both 43
and 86 GHz v=1 emission lines. Figure 1, left, displays the
distribution of line ratios, plotted as number versus log(ratio).
The Anderson-Darling non-parametric test is used on the
distribution of ratios in Fig. 1, left, with a null hypothsis that
the distribution is Gaussian. The Anderson-Darling test gives
a p-value of 0.9, thus we cannot reject the null hypothesis,
and we assume that the distribution of ratios is Gaussian. The
fitdistr function (residing in the MASS R package, see Ven-
ables & Ripley 2002) provides maximum-likelihood estima-
tion of univariate distributions using a number of probability
distributions. Assuming the distribution of ratios is Gaus-
sian, the maximum-likelihood regression shows that the cen-
ter and standard deviation of the distribution are 0.13±0.04
and 0.38± 0.03, respectively. The center of the distribu-
tion of ratios being shifted from zero, i.e. the logarithm of
unity, is evidence that the 43 GHz line is on average stronger
than the 86 GHz v=1 line. The distribution suggests a 64%
chance that for a randomly chosen source, the v=1 line will
be stronger at 43 than at 86 GHz. To further confirm the sig-
nificance of the difference in integrated flux densities for the
v=1 lines, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test can also be used.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon 1945) is a non-
parametric paired-difference test and can be used as an alter-
native to the paired Student’s t-test for arbitrary distributions.
In this case, the test assumes that on average the integrated
flux densities of the v=1 lines for each source are equal, and
the test is appropriate for comparing the integrated flux densi-
ties since it does not assume that either the 43 GHz v=1 or 86
GHz v=1 integrated flux densities are drawn from a particular
distribution. The test gives a p-value of 0.0018 with the alter-
native hypothesis of the 43 GHz v=1 line being stronger than
the 86 GHz v=1 line. Since this p-value is less than 0.01 (cor-
responding to a 99% confidence level), the null hypothesis is
rejected and the alternative hypothesis is adopted. Conse-
quently, there is evidence that the detected line strengths are
statistically different on average, but the large scatter in the
ratios leads to the full-width half maximum of the distribu-
tion in Fig. 1, left, representing nearly an order of magnitude
range in the 43 to 86 GHz v=1 line ratios.
As mentioned in Sect. 1, Nyman et al. (1993) investigated
the SiO maser line ratios in a sample of OH/IR stars. They
found that thicker shells have a brighter 43 GHz v=1 tran-
sition compared to the 86 GHz v=1, using K (2.19µm)–L
(3.79µm) colors to define the relative shell thickness. The
BAaDE sample is selected to have thinner shells than the
OH/IR stars, with a large fraction likely being Miras. The
full BAaDE sample (Sjouwerman et al. 2018) is comprised of
over 28,000 sources from color selections of [A]–[D], [A]–
[E] and [C]–[E] corresponding to region iiia of the MSX
two-color diagram (Sjouwerman et al. 2009), where MSX
A, C, D and E bands are centered on wavelengths of 8.28,
43 & 86 GHZ SIO MASER LINE RATIOS 5


















































. Left and right adopt a bin size of 0.2
and the center uses a bin size of 0.1. Left: The center and standard deviations of the distribution are 0.13± 0.05 and 0.38± 0.03 respectively.
The center of the distribution implies that the 43 GHz v=1 line on average is 1.36+0.15−0.14 times brighter than the 86 GHz v=1 line. Center: The
center and standard deviations of distribution (solid line) are −0.11± 0.02 and 0.20± 0.02 respectively, indicating that the 43 GHz v=2 line
strength tends to be a factor of 0.77± 0.04 as strong as the v=1 line. Right: The center and standard deviations of the distribution (solid line)
are −1.03±0.05 and 0.29±0.03 respectively, implying that the 43 GHz v=3 line, when detected, is on average an order of magnitude weaker
than the 43 GHz v=1 line. Dotted lines represent Gaussian distributions for the same standard deviations and heights, but placed where the lines
would be if lines were of equal strength on average (i.e., with center at 0).
12.13, 14.65 and 21.34µm, respectively. Approximately
9,000 BAaDE sources have both associated 2MASS K band
(2.19µm) and WISE band 1 (3.8µm) matches, and a close
proxy to the K–L measurements provided by Nyman et al.
can be formed. In Fig. 2 the distribution of the 9,000 BAaDE
targets, the BAaDE ATCA sample, as well as the Nyman
OH/IR sample is plotted in a color-color diagram ([A]–[D]
versus K–L). The BAaDE sample has a mean K–L color of
1.1, with only 1% of the sources having K–L>4. Thus, the
BAaDE sample fits the thin envelope criteria of Nyman et al.,
and the BAaDE survey may serve as a thin shell extension to
the thicker shell OH/IR star sample studied by Nyman et al.
The BAaDE subsample distribution in Fig. 2 further illus-
trates that this sample is representative of the [A]–[D] range
probed by the full BAaDE survey.
Collisionally pumped modeling by Humphreys et al.
(2002) suggested that averaged over a stellar cycle, the v=1
line should be stronger at 86 GHz than at 43 GHz in Miras.
Since our observations may occur at random times during the
sample sources’ stellar cycles, if the 86 GHz v=1 line were on
average brighter over the stellar cycle, this could be evident
in the ATCA sample. However, our results demonstrate (see
Sect. 4.5) that there is no apparent transition into a regime
where the 86 GHz v=1 line is brighter than the 43 GHz v=1
line when moving from thicker shell OH/IR stars into thinner
shell Mira-like objects. Note that the collisionally pumped
models by Humphreys et al. (2002) did not include pumping
line overlap. Instead, the radiatively pumped Desmurs et al.
(2014) models, where the SiO–H2O line overlap is taken into
account, suggest that while there exists a regime of lower
shell densities for which the 86 GHz v=1 should be brighter,
for higher number densities the 43 GHz v=1 line is expected
to be the stronger line. The Desmurs et al. (2014) model fur-
ther predicts a large range of relative line ratios, depending
on the shell density. Such a large spread of possible values
could perhaps explain some of the previous results (e.g., Ny-
man et al. 1993; Pardo et al. 1998) which hinted at a brighter
86 GHz v=1 line. The BAaDE ATCA sample is larger than
in previous studies, which may improve the sampling of the
line ratios especially given the large spread.
4.1.1. Impact on the BAaDE Survey
Since on average, the v=1 line is weaker at 86 GHz than at
43 GHz, we need to determine how this will affect the vol-
ume that the BAaDE survey will be able to probe. If both the
ALMA and VLA BAaDE samples are observed to approxi-
mately the same noise level, the center of the distribution in





= 0.13±0.05) gives an in-
trinsic relative source brightnesses of the two v=1 lines are
related by I(43 GHz v=1)I(86 GHz v=1) = 1.36
+0.15
−0.14, then on average 86 GHz
sources can only be observed to 85.9% of the distance that
the same source could be observed at using the 43 GHz tran-
sitions.
In the context of the Galactic long bar with a radius of 4.0
kpc (Benjamin et al. 2005; Cabrera-Lavers et al. 2007), a dis-
tance to the Galactic Center of 8.34 kpc (Reid et al. 2014) and
that the bar lies at an approximately 30◦ angle to our line of
sight (Wegg et al. 2015), the far side of the long bar is ap-
proximately 12 kpc away. Consequently a source located at
the far side of the long bar detected at 43 GHz at our sen-
6 M.C. STROH ET AL.






















Figure 2. Two-color diagram of the ≈9000 BAaDE sources which
have both 2MASS K and WISE band 1 measurements used as a
proxy for K–L (filled contours). The contours are calculated us-
ing a grid of 20 bins spanning −1.2 / K − L / 7.8 and 20 bins
along −1 / [A] − [D] / 1 for a total of 400 bins. The subset of
BAaDE sources used in this study represented by white diamonds
and targets from Nyman et al. (1993) are represented as black
crosses. The horizontal lines represent the primary color selec-
tion (i.e. −0.6 ≤ [A] − [D] ≤ 0.4) used to choose sources in region
iiia of the Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) two-color diagram
(Sjouwerman et al. 2009). The vertical line at K–L = 4 is where Ny-
man et al. suggested a change from thinner to thicker envelopes in
OH/IR stars. The majority of the sources from Pardo et al. (1998)
have K–L < 4 using the same uncorrected proxy for K–L that we
use for the BAaDE sample.
sitivity limit, would have to be moved 1.8 kpc closer to the
Galactic Center in order to be detected in its 86 GHz line
while remaining on the bar. Thus, this bias could have an
appreciable effect on the sampled BAaDE population. How-
ever, the large spread in the line ratios implies that 86 GHz
v=1 emission is brighter than the 43 GHz v=1 line in nearly
40% of the sources, thus we expect to be able to still have a
large number of sources in our sample that can be observed
in the furthest regions of the Galactic Plane.
We note that since our sample contains many of the bright-
est stars in the full BAaDE sample, these sources may be
closer and thus we may be not sampling among the full
age and metallicities of stars in the the full BAaDE survey.
Therefore, studies that can probe this line ratio throughout
the Milky Way disk are worthwhile.
4.2. Comparing SiO 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 Lines
To examine the relationship between the 43 GHz v=1 and
v=2 lines, the integrated flux densities of the SiO 43 GHz v=1
and v=2 lines were compared using the 78 sources2 where
both lines were detected. Figure 1, center, shows the line





. The center of the
maximum-likelihood regression to a Gaussian distribution,
using fitdistr, is at −0.11± 0.02 with a standard deviation
of 0.20± 0.02 which suggests a 71% chance that for any
BAaDE source, the 43 GHz v=2 line will be weaker than the
43 GHz v=1 line.
However, we reject the null hypothesis that the distribution
is Gaussian at the 99% confidence level using the Anderson-
Darling test which gives a p-value ∼ 10−4. The distribution
is likely better described by a two component model with a
narrow component to account for the strong, tightly coupled
relation between the v=1 & 2 lines, and a second component
that accounts for the weaker broader distribution. Coupling
line ratios to stellar variability, density, temperature, radia-
tion environment, and mass loss rates may lead to a better
understanding of the contributions that shape this distribu-
tion. For example, Kim et al. (2016)’s observations of post-
AGB stars indicate that the v=2 line is stronger than the v=1
line for both integrated and peak line ratios. Thus the more
evolved population may reside in the right hand tail of the
distribution. We note that this distribution appears consistent
with previous results (e.g., see Fig. 4 of Cho et al. 1996), but
this dispersion is much smaller than that of the 43 GHz v=1
to 86 GHz v=1 line ratios in the previous subsection.
Assuming a null hypothesis that I(43 GHz v = 2) ≥
I(43 GHz v = 1), the Wilcoxon signed-rank test produces
a p-value ∼ 10−7 with the alternative that I(43 GHz v = 1) >
I(43 GHz v = 2). Since this p-value is less than 0.01, at the
99% confidence level we accept the alternative that at 43
GHz for sources in the BAaDE sample, the v=2 line is on av-
erage weaker than the v=1 line. Although both the histogram
and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests indicate a clear difference in
line strengths, the full VLA BAaDE sample will dwarf our
ATCA sample size by orders of magnitude and more thor-
oughly test any trends observed here since the 43 GHz v=0,
1, 2 & 3 lines, as well as three isotope lines, are all observed
simultaneously in the BAaDE survey.
4.3. Comparing SiO 43 GHz v=1 and v=3 Lines
All 31 sources where the 43 GHz v=3 transition was de-
tected had both 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 line detections. The
Anderson-Darling test gives a p-value of 0.7 for the null hy-
pothesis that the distribution in Fig. 1, right, is Gaussian.
2 While 43 GHz v=1 and 2 were individually detected in 81 sources, 43
GHz v=1 was detected in three sources where no v=2 emission was detected.
Similarly 43 GHz v=2 emission was detected in three sources where no v=1
emission was detected. See Table 2 for more information.
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Figure 3. Comparison between I(43 GHz v = 1) and I(86 GHz v =
1) for sources where both lines are detected. The dashed line indi-
cates where lines are of equal strength. Crosses represent sources
where the v=3 line was detected, and tend to be associated with
higher relative 43 GHz v=1 emission.
Thus with the high p-value, we accept that the distribution
is Gaussian.
A maximum-likelihood regression to a Gaussian distri-
bution using fitdistr yields a center and standard devia-






distribution. When the 43 GHz v=3 line
is detected, its line strength is on average an order of mag-
nitude weaker than the 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 line strengths.
The dispersions of the I(43 GHz v=3)I(43 GHz v=1) and
I(43 GHz v=1)
I(86 GHz v=1) logarith-
mic distributions are similar.
4.4. Trends for the 43 GHz v=3 Line Detected Sources
The presence or absence of maser emission from higher en-
ergy vibrational levels, such as the v=3 lines, is useful for in-
vestigating pumping scenarios when combined with the v=1
and 2 transitions. The relative line intensities should reflect
the combined pumping conditions due to collisions and/or ra-
diation, both of which vary as a function of the phase of the
stellar cycle (Humphreys et al. 2002; Desmurs et al. 2014).
For example, Cho et al. (1996) noticed that the 43 GHz v=3
lines were present when the star was near the maximum IR
luminosity phase of the stellar pulsation cycle, which would
likely also be associated with a specific density phase.
Figure 3 shows that I(43 GHz v = 1) is almost always
larger than I(86 GHz v = 1) for sources where the 43 GHz
v=3 line is detected in the BAaDE ATCA sample. Figure 4
shows the distribution of 43 to 86 GHz v=1 line ratios for
sources with and without 43 GHz v=3 lines respectively. The
Anderson-Darling test cannot reject the null hypotheses that
















distributions for the popu-
lations where the 43 GHz v=3 line was detected in gray, and where
the line was not detected are outlined. For sources with 43 GHz
v=3 detected lines, the center and standard deviations of the distri-
bution (solid line) are 0.31±0.06 and 0.29±0.04, respectively. For
sources without 43 GHz v=3 detected emission, the center and stan-
dard deviations of the distribution (dotted line) are 0.00± 0.06 and
0.38± 0.04, respectively. Thus on average, the sources with no 43
GHz v=3 detections, the emission from 43 and 86 GHz v=1 maser
lines are equally strong, but for sources with 43 GHz v=3 line de-
tections, the v=1 line is on average brighter at 43 GHz than 86 GHz
(e.g. I(43 GHz v = 1) is on average 2.0± 0.3 times as luminous as






distributions are Gaussian at the 99%
confidence level, since it gives p-values 0.4 and 0.7 for the
distributions of sources with and without v=3 line detections,
respectively. A maximum-likelihood regression to a Gaus-
sian distribution using fitdistr shows that the center and stan-
dard deviation for the distribution without v=3 detections to
be 0.00±0.06 and 0.38±0.04, respectively, thus this is con-
sistent with the two v=1 lines being of equal strength. A sim-
ilar regression for the distribution of sources with v=3 detec-
tions has center and standard deviations of 0.31± 0.06 with
standard deviation 0.29±0.04.
Figure 5 compares the 43 GHz v=2 to v=1 integrated flux
densities and hints at a smaller dispersion for the subset of
sources with v=3 line detections, which was suggested by
the observations of Cho et al. (1996). We quantify this
smaller dispersion in Fig. 6 by performing a maximum-






a Gaussian distribution using fitdistr resulting in a center
at −0.08± 0.02 (−0.13± 0.04) with a standard deviation of
0.11±0.01 (0.24±0.02) for the subset of sources with (with-
out) 43 GHz v=3 line detections. The centers of the distribu-
tions for both subsets are consistent with the center for the
8 M.C. STROH ET AL.
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Figure 5. Comparison between I(43 GHz v = 2) and I(43 GHz v =
1). Crosses represent sources where the v=3 line was also detected.
The dashed line indicates where lines are of equal strength, show-
ing most sources have a relatively brighter v=1 line and that v=3
detected sources tend to have a smaller dispersion from the overall
trend.



















distributions for the popu-
lations where the 43 GHz v=3 line was detected in gray, and where
the line was not detected are outlined. For sources with 43 GHz
v=3 detected lines, the center and standard deviations of the distri-
bution (solid line) are −0.08± 0.02 and 0.11± 0.01, respectively.
For sources without 43 GHz v=3 detected emission, the center and
standard deviations of the distribution (dotted line) are −0.13±0.04
and 0.24±0.02, respectively. Thus on average, the sources with 43
GHz v=3 detections, the emission from 43 v=1 & 2 transitions are
more tightly coupled than for sources without v=3 line emission.
full population (i.e. Fig. 1, center), but the dispersion of the
43 GHz v=3 detected subset is approximately half of that of
the sources where the v=3 line is not detected. This supports
the tighter relation between 43 GHz v=1 and 2 emission for
sources with v=3 emission, first pointed out by Cho et al.
(1996).
We also note that at the 99% confidence level, the
Anderson-Darling test cannot reject the null hypotheses that
these distributions are Gaussian since it gives p-values of
0.015 and 0.03 for the distributions with and without v=3
line detections, respectively. Although we cannot statistically
rule out a Gaussian distribution, the low p-values suggest that
further study of this ratio may greatly aid our understanding
of the pumping mechanisms and physical environments that
lead to these emission processes.
Figure 5 also demonstrates that none of the sources with
detected 43 GHz v=3 lines are associated with weak 43 GHz
v=1 or v=2 maser emission. Assuming that there is no selec-
tion effect toward nearby sources, they could be intrinsically
brighter and be explained by the 43 GHz v=3 lines being as-
sociated with the brightest IR phase of the Mira stellar cy-
cle. Therefore, the 43 GHz v=3 detected sample represents a
class of stars with brighter peak 43 GHz v=1 maser emission
relative to the 86 GHz v=1 emission. There is not enough
evidence for the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to reject the null
hypothesis that the relative line strengths are equal for the
population where the 43 GHz v=3 line is not detected.
To conclude, the following trends with respect to the pres-
ence of the v=3 lines can be discerned: a) most of the sources
displaying v=3 detections have 43 GHz lines that are signif-
icantly brighter than 86 GHz v=1 lines, b) there is a smaller
difference between the 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 line brightnesses
for sources with the v=3 detected than for those in which it
was not detected, and c) the 43 GHz v=3 detections tend to
be associated with brighter 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 lines.
These results can be discussed within the framework of
the models of Desmurs et al. (2014) and Humphreys et al.
(2002), as they outline changes in the maser line intensities
as a function of density. First, the results by Humphreys et
al. (2002) build on hydrodynamic pulsation models of Miras
(Bowen 1988, 1989), and show that the density in the re-
gion where the SiO masers occur (2 AU in their model) can
change by two orders of magnitude or more from cycle to
cycle (nH2 ≈ 3× 109 − 1× 1012 cm−3). Second, their model
demonstrates that the density in the maser regime can change
by an order of magnitude over one individual cycle. This is
important, as the results from Cho et al. (1996) indicate that
the v=3 emission lines may be exclusively associated with
the IR maximum stellar phase for Miras, and are therefore
likely associated with a higher density due to the stellar pul-
sations. We lack IR and optical variability information for
these sources which would allow us to confirm the proposed
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Figure 7. Emitted photon density rate as a function of H2 num-
ber density for SiO maser transitions, adapted from Desmurs et al.
(2014). Solid and dashed lines represent the 43 GHz and 86 GHz
transitions, respectively, for radiative pumping models that include
the SiO–H2O line overlap. Black, gray and white represent the v=1,
2, and 3 states, respectively.
trend by Cho et al. (1996). Third, Desmurs et al. (2014) show
that there is a significant change in relative line ratios when
the density changes, with diagnostic plots including the pho-
ton intensity of both the 43 and 86 GHz v=1, 2 and 3 line sets
covering the above density regime. In particular, they argue
that for sources where the v=3 line is observed, the density
must be above a certain critical value.
Due to the significant lack of emission observed in the
86 GHz v=2 line, and to the success of the model for the
pumping line overlap between SiO and H2O first outlined by
Olofsson et al. (1981), we will henceforth refer to Fig. 7,
which specifically includes this overlap effect. For the pur-
pose of using their plot to discuss the observed v=3 results,
we loosely define a high-density regime as nH2 > 10
10 cm−3,
and a low-density regime below this value. Comparing the
model with the observed main v=3 trends a-c outlined above,
we draw the following conclusions:
a) The v=3 lines are formed in the high-density regime. In
this regime, near nH2 ∼ 1010 cm−3, the 43 GHz v=1 line
is modeled to be brighter than the 86 GHz v=1 line. In
the low-density regime, these two lines are on average
more equal in strength. This is in full agreement with
observational trend a.
b) In the high-density regime, the 43 GHz v=2 and v=1
line brightnesses are expected to follow each other
closely and to be of near equal strength. In the low-
density regime, there is a much larger distribution of
the difference between the lines, with v=1 being the
brightest, in agreement with the observed trend b.
c) The low-density regime supports the formation of
v=1 and v=2 masers over a large range of bright-
nesses, including a range of weak masers at densities
< 109cm−3, while the high-density regime does not
support the range of weakest masers. This is in overall
agreement with observed trend c. However, the obser-
vational trend c may partly be due to sensitivity, as the
v=3 line in general is expected to be weaker than the
v=1 and 2, so if observed to the same sensitivity levels
we would expect to detect the v=3 lines in either more
nearby, or brighter sources
In summary, the statistical differences between line ratios
for detections versus non-detections in the 43 GHz v=3 line
can serve as a useful probe of the density conditions in the










distributions are easily explained by
this model. Moreover, the model predicts that the 86 GHz
v=3 line should be brighter than the 43 GHz v=3 line, which
can be tested observationally.
4.5. Infrared Correlations
The exact nature and the importance of infrared radiation
providing at least part of the pumping energy of the SiO
masers have long been discussed (Kwan & Scoville 1974;
Deguchi & Iguchi 1976; Cahn & Elitzur 1979; Bujarrabal
& Nguyen-Q-Rieu 1981; Langer & Watson 1984; Bujarrabal
1987, 1994; Nakashima & Deguchi 2007). Both 4µm and
8µm photons are considered, as the 8µm could excite via the
∆v=1 and the 4µm the ∆v=2 transitions. Indeed, Bujarrabal
(1987) demonstrated a correlation between the SiO maser in-
tensity and 8µm intensity, and Cho et al. (1996) found a cor-
relation between the maser intensity and 4µm intensity.
For the ATCA data, weak correlations3 are found between
the integrated flux densities I(43 GHz v = 1), I(43 GHz v = 2)
and I(86 GHz v = 1) and the MSX flux densities (not cor-
rected for extinction or reddening) FA, FC, FD and FE mea-
sured in Jy. The strongest correlations are found with FA
(8.28µm), giving correlation coefficients of 0.38, 0.40 and
0.39 for the 43 GHz v = 1, v = 2 and v = 3 lines, respectively
(see Fig. 8). The strength of the correlations decreases toward
longer MSX wavelengths, to the point where the correlation
3 All correlations were tested using the Spearman’s rank correlation test
and only correlations at the 99% significance level are considered.
10 M.C. STROH ET AL.




























































Figure 8. Comparison between I(43 GHz v = 1), I(43 GHz v = 2), and I(86 GHz v = 1) versus FA (left, center and right, respectively). Crosses
represent sources where 43 GHz v=3 emission was detected.
between 86 GHz v = 1 against FE falls below the 99% con-
fidence level. That these correlations are stronger with FA is
expected, given that the wavelength of Band A matches the
wavelengths of the fundamental vibrational-rotational pump-
ing transition, and that the photon energies of the longer
wavelength bands are insufficient to contribute to the pump-
ing (e.g., Bujarrabal et al. 1996, and references above).
The 43 GHz correlations are notably strengthened if only
sources with detected 43 GHz v = 3 emission are considered,
resulting in correlation coefficients of 0.60 and 0.62 for the
v = 1 and v = 2 lines respectively. No statistically significant
correlation is found between the 86 GHz v = 1 line and the
MSX fluxes using the 43 GHz v = 3 detected sample, which
may be partially due to the smaller sample size compared to
that of the 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 lines.
No correlations are found between the integrated flux den-
sities or line ratios and the MSX [A]–[D] color, which is
the primary color used to select BAaDE sources (Sjouwer-
man et al. 2018). A weak correlation with correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.43 (0.38) is found between I(43 GHz v=1)I(86 GHz v=1) and [C]–
[E] ([A]–[E]), see Fig. 9, which are the alternative colors
BAaDE sources were chosen from. However, this correla-
tion is markedly diminished if only a few points are removed
from the plot. This correlation may be mostly due to an anti-
correlation between I(86 GHz v = 1) and [C]–[E] (correlation
coefficient of −0.33, see bottom of Fig. 9) but is similarly
diminished with the removal of a few data points. Unlike
Nakashima & Deguchi (2007), no statistically significant cor-
relations are found between I(43 GHz v=2)I(43 GHz v=1) and [C]–[E]. Their
data include redder sources (e.g. −1< [C]− [E]< 1 whereas
the BAaDE ATCA sample is restricted to −1< [C]− [E]< 0)
so a stronger relation could reside in the redder region, or by
sampling a larger range, the correlation could be more promi-
nent.
Finding statistically significant correlations with infrared
colors in the MSX band may require larger samples, as the
flux densities in the MSX bands vary with stellar phase, and
are not observed simultaneously with the SiO maser data. In
addition, the presence of the silicate dust feature at 9.7µm
could affect the FA and possibly the FC values. Moreover, the
BAaDE ATCA sample selection is biased toward the brighter
SiO maser sources, thereby limiting the dynamic range when
searching for a correlation between the maser flux density
and other variables. A more robust statistical study will be
performed with observations from the BAaDE survey which
will contain thousands of simultaneous observations of the
43 GHz v=0, 1, 2 & 3 using the VLA and thousands of si-
multaneous observations of the 86 GHz v=0, 1 & 2 lines.
5. SUMMARY
The BAaDE project uses both 43 and 86 GHz SiO maser
transitions to obtain line-of-sight velocities of IR-selected
late-type stars throughout the Galactic plane. Our ATCA ob-
servations indicate that the relative strength of the 43 GHz
v=1 line is on average 1.3 times stronger than the 86 GHz
v=1 line. This means that by using the 86 GHz transition
with ALMA for the far side of the bulge and bar to derive a
velocity using the same observing rms as with the VLA ob-
serving the 43 GHz transition elsewhere in the bulge and bar,
a fraction of the weaker SiO maser population will be missed.
However, due to the order-of-magnitude spread of line ratios,
we expect the relative shortfall of detections on the far side
of the Galactic plane to be less than 30%. VLA observing the
43 GHz transition elsewhere in the bulge and bar, a fraction
of the weaker SiO maser population will be missed. In order
to achieve the same overall source detection rate at both 43
and 86 GHz, the 86 GHz integration time would have to be
increased by a factor of 1.7.
There is evidence that the 43 GHz v=2 line on average ∼
23% weaker than the v=1 line, with a much tighter correlation
than what is observed between the 43 and 86 GHz v=1 lines
and the 43 GHz v=1 and v=3 lines. Furthermore, the 43 GHz
43 & 86 GHZ SIO MASER LINE RATIOS 11













































Figure 9. Top: Comparison between I(43 GHz v=1)I(86 GHz v=1) and [C]–[E]. Bot-
tom: Comparison between I(86 GHz v = 1) and [C]–[E].
v=3 line is typically only about 10% as strong as the 43 GHz
v=1 line.
The presence of a detectable 43 GHz v=3 line alters the
statistics (as was previously reported by Cho et al. 1996),
consistent with the SiO masers displaying v=3 emission aris-
ing in a denser regime in the circumstellar shell compared to
those without. The density difference may be due to the dis-
tance from the star, and/or to density variations caused by the
stellar pulsations. As a result, there is no statistical difference
between the relative line strengths of the 43 and 86 GHz v=1
lines for sources no detectable v=3 emission; however, there
is strong evidence that sources with the v=3 emission will on
average have 43 GHz v=1 emission that is nearly twice as
luminous as the 86 GHz v=1 emission.
The analysis is based on the results from a set of the bright-
est SiO masers detected in the BAaDE survey, and it is there-
fore possible that statistical correlations will strengthen, or
possibly weaken, when a larger range of SiO maser flux den-
sities is included. Thus, although the full BAaDE sample
does not contain simultaneous 43 GHz and 86 GHz obser-
vations, it will provide thousands of ratios of simultaneously
observed lines from different vibrational states within each
of the 43 and 86 GHz bands.
By choosing from among the brightest sources, these may
also be the closest and may consist of a limited range of ages
and metallicities. We cannot rule out that our correlations
and results may change for populations at different regions
in the Galactic Plane.
An examination of the variability of these sources combin-
ing the initial VLA and ALMA detections with the ATCA
results is planned for a future paper, as well as a study on
the stellar phases and periods and their respective associa-
tion with the SiO maser transitions. To further explore the
pumping models, it would also be interesting to include the
86 GHz v=3 line in our observations.
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APPENDIX
A. BAADE ATCA SOURCE LIST
Table 3. Coordinates of BAaDE ATCA Sample
BAaDE 2MASS R.A. 2MASS Dec. MSX R.A. MSX Dec.
Name (J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (J2000)
ad3a-06173 17 54 10.38 -24 23 35.9 17 54 10.39 -24 23 34.4
ad3a-06187 18 05 11.84 -24 21 15.9 18 05 11.83 -24 21 16.2
ad3a-06197 17 37 28.59 -24 20 21.7 17 37 28.61 -24 20 20.8
ad3a-06199 17 55 29.53 -24 19 57.0 17 55 29.59 -24 19 55.6
ad3a-06214 17 40 27.26 -24 16 52.7 17 40 27.41 -24 16 50.2
ad3a-06218 18 00 32.79 -24 16 19.0 18 00 32.78 -24 16 18.8
ad3a-06239 18 01 25.55 -24 13 00.1 18 01 25.58 -24 12 59.0
ad3a-06253 18 07 50.37 -24 10 21.6 18 07 50.42 -24 10 22.4
ad3a-06272 17 59 16.64 -24 07 04.9 17 59 16.70 -24 07 04.4
ad3a-06275 17 55 27.54 -24 06 43.5 17 55 27.67 -24 06 40.7
ad3a-06287 18 05 42.13 -24 05 08.3 18 05 42.17 -24 05 08.2
ad3a-06300 18 02 02.93 -24 03 30.9 18 02 02.90 -24 03 29.9
ad3a-06301 18 15 54.16 -24 03 27.3 18 15 54.26 -24 03 26.3
ad3a-06315 18 08 28.61 -23 59 20.1 18 08 28.68 -23 59 20.0
ad3a-06338 17 41 53.27 -23 54 52.2 17 41 53.52 -23 54 49.3
ad3a-06342 18 16 55.44 -23 53 35.7 18 16 55.58 -23 53 35.2
ad3a-06353 18 08 22.75 -23 51 26.6 18 08 22.78 -23 51 25.9
ad3a-06360 17 51 27.33 -23 50 36.2 17 51 27.34 -23 50 36.2
ad3a-06364 18 06 26.26 -23 49 42.1 18 06 26.28 -23 49 41.9
ad3a-06375 18 09 37.10 -23 47 39.5 18 09 37.18 -23 47 38.8
ad3a-06378 18 00 26.85 -23 47 26.4 18 00 26.90 -23 47 25.4
ad3a-06391 17 34 21.46 -23 46 08.3 17 34 21.29 -23 46 07.7
ad3a-06413 17 53 47.42 -23 43 13.9 17 53 47.47 -23 43 13.4
ad3a-06417 17 59 25.33 -23 42 42.7 17 59 25.32 -23 42 42.8
ad3a-06420 18 03 01.37 -23 42 30.8 18 03 01.44 -23 42 29.5
ad3a-06429 17 54 05.97 -23 41 09.1 17 54 05.98 -23 41 08.2
ad3a-06431 18 01 02.09 -23 40 51.6 18 01 02.06 -23 40 49.8
ad3a-06433 17 56 42.09 -23 40 37.2 17 56 42.14 -23 40 35.8
ad3a-06438 17 57 37.21 -23 40 04.7 17 57 37.27 -23 40 03.0
ad3a-06484 18 02 00.17 -23 33 29.7 18 02 00.26 -23 33 28.1
ad3a-06576 17 59 35.39 -23 20 29.4 17 59 35.40 -23 20 27.6
ad3a-06653 17 58 58.09 -23 12 46.9 17 58 58.13 -23 12 44.6
ad3a-06662 17 58 05.90 -23 11 34.3 17 58 05.88 -23 11 32.3
ad3a-06706 17 57 34.16 -23 08 38.3 17 57 34.18 -23 08 37.0
ad3a-25844 16 59 16.24 -40 03 10.2 16 59 16.27 -40 03 10.1
ad3a-25852 16 53 26.36 -40 01 43.6 16 53 26.35 -40 01 44.8
ad3a-25928 16 56 43.98 -39 39 58.6 16 56 44.06 -39 39 59.0
ad3a-25950 17 08 32.78 -39 31 28.9 17 08 32.93 -39 31 28.6
ad3a-25969 17 16 56.06 -39 26 38.8 17 16 56.06 -39 26 38.8
ad3a-26000 17 13 21.65 -39 16 58.9 17 13 21.62 -39 16 58.8
ad3a-26038 17 14 28.70 -39 08 45.5 17 14 28.75 -39 08 45.6
ad3a-26052 17 23 09.95 -39 04 11.3 17 23 09.94 -39 04 11.3
ad3a-26104 17 28 01.97 -38 51 25.9 17 28 01.97 -38 51 26.3
ad3a-26116 17 29 32.52 -38 48 48.6 17 29 32.57 -38 48 47.9
ad3a-26121 17 15 18.71 -38 47 57.4 17 15 18.84 -38 47 57.8
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Table 3 (continued)
BAaDE 2MASS R.A. 2MASS Dec. MSX R.A. MSX Dec.
Name (J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (J2000)
ad3a-26136 17 09 46.86 -38 43 38.2 17 09 46.94 -38 43 37.2
ad3a-26156 17 19 48.80 -38 38 44.9 17 19 48.86 -38 38 45.2
ad3a-26234 16 57 07.34 -38 19 17.3 16 57 07.34 -38 19 17.8
ad3a-26256 17 20 02.01 -38 13 26.0 17 20 02.06 -38 13 25.3
ad3a-26294 17 42 17.27 -38 04 08.2 17 42 17.33 -38 04 08.8
ad3a-26295 17 29 41.46 -38 03 37.7 17 29 41.47 -38 03 39.2
ad3a-26300 17 23 28.47 -38 03 11.5 17 23 28.49 -38 03 11.9
ad3a-26315 17 42 11.00 -37 59 19.2 17 42 11.04 -37 59 20.4
ad3a-26322 17 20 34.76 -37 58 27.2 17 20 34.90 -37 58 27.1
ad3a-26339 17 13 21.34 -37 54 08.9 17 13 21.36 -37 54 08.6
ad3a-26342 17 22 10.45 -37 53 11.6 17 22 10.49 -37 53 11.8
ad3a-26359 17 44 39.75 -37 49 02.8 17 44 39.67 -37 49 04.1
ad3a-26431 16 58 25.74 -37 30 21.2 16 58 25.73 -37 30 21.2
ad3a-26448 17 20 40.49 -37 25 09.0 17 20 40.68 -37 25 09.1
ad3a-26466 17 33 33.26 -37 22 13.1 17 33 33.22 -37 22 13.4
ad3a-26488 17 43 44.69 -37 17 59.3 17 43 44.64 -37 17 59.6
ad3a-26538 17 26 59.75 -37 07 27.5 17 26 59.83 -37 07 27.8
ad3a-26590 17 03 32.55 -36 55 13.7 17 03 32.45 -36 55 14.9
ad3a-26662 17 15 38.13 -36 34 31.1 17 15 38.23 -36 34 32.5
ad3a-26682 17 27 51.13 -36 30 34.8 17 27 51.10 -36 30 34.2
ad3a-26756 17 14 09.17 -36 15 09.9 17 14 09.14 -36 15 10.8
ad3a-26789 16 57 52.50 -36 08 53.7 16 57 52.46 -36 08 53.5
ad3a-26792 17 35 15.59 -36 08 37.0 17 35 15.62 -36 08 37.7
ad3a-26796 17 28 12.35 -36 08 03.6 17 28 12.36 -36 08 02.8
ad3a-26805 17 18 39.89 -36 07 14.2 17 18 39.84 -36 07 13.8
ad3a-26811 17 30 16.09 -36 06 27.2 17 30 16.18 -36 06 27.0
ad3a-26821 17 13 49.17 -36 04 33.3 17 13 49.10 -36 04 32.9
ad3a-26835 17 14 28.61 -36 01 21.1 17 14 28.51 -36 01 21.0
ad3a-26872 17 09 19.66 -35 54 29.5 17 09 19.70 -35 54 29.5
ad3a-26936 17 46 28.29 -35 42 09.9 17 46 28.27 -35 42 09.7
ad3a-26998 17 45 24.36 -35 28 17.0 17 45 24.38 -35 28 17.0
ad3a-27001 17 48 39.95 -35 27 37.5 17 48 39.96 -35 27 38.2
ad3a-27027 17 05 05.13 -35 21 53.2 17 05 05.11 -35 21 52.9
ad3a-27030 17 37 07.70 -35 21 34.4 17 37 07.66 -35 21 34.2
ad3a-27041 17 26 42.94 -35 18 26.4 17 26 42.98 -35 18 24.8
ad3a-27099 17 29 05.83 -35 07 05.6 17 29 05.90 -35 07 05.2
ad3a-27103 17 40 32.48 -35 06 49.7 17 40 32.57 -35 06 50.0
ad3a-27107 17 51 53.33 -35 05 19.9 17 51 53.26 -35 05 19.7
ad3a-27122 17 38 25.42 -35 01 00.5 17 38 25.44 -35 01 00.5
ae3a-00554 17 23 15.64 -36 45 50.2 17 23 15.67 -36 45 49.7
ce3a-00362 17 16 16.12 -37 52 07.4 17 16 16.10 -37 52 05.5
